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During the First World War, on the eve of the Battle of Messines (Belgium), British general
Herbert Plumer reportedly told the men under his command, “Gentlemen, we may not make
history tomorrow, but we shall certainly change the geography.” On the following morning,
June 7, 1917, his soldiers began detonating a series of large mines, resulting in German
casualties surpassing 10,000. The explosions were reportedly heard as far away as London
and are estimated to be the largest detonations in history, until the advent of nuclear weapons
some 28 years later. Plumer’s warning, underwritten as it was with characteristic nationalist
bravado, represents the symbiosis of warfare and geography on the continent and but one
moment in the near permanence of warfare in western Europe.

Western Europe concentrates great geographical and topographical diversity within a small
area. Over the millennia, this diversity promoted political and economic fragmentation, which,
in turn, yielded tremendous intra-European competition. That competition expressed itself in
many brutal conflicts on European soil, such that, in the past thousand years, not a single
generation has passed without warfare in Europe or its territorial holdings. Similarly, that intra-
European competition fueled a quest for resources and wealth, which, beginning in the late
15th century, was accumulated through overseas expansion. Between the age of exploration
and the 20th century, western Europeans subjugated much of the world in their thirst for
resources from abroad in order to consolidate preponderant power at home.

In western Europe, warfare historically has maintained a symbiotic relationship with identity
formation. Conflict on the battlefield helped to forge group identity, establishing collective
mythologies and tropes that transcended the conflicts themselves and that proved critical in
forming national consciousness and power consolidation by ruling elites. Such ideas often
were expressed in the language of religion, citizenship, nationhood, and race. Just as warfare
contributed to identity formation, conflicts themselves simultaneously resulted from the politics
of identity. For instance, the Franco-Prussian War of 1870–1871 helped to forge the German
state under the Prussian monarchy, but it also resulted from a chauvinistic sense of German
nationhood and its place within the European order.

Geographical Overview

The continent of Europe stretches from Iceland along the mid-Atlantic ridge in the west to the
crest of the Ural Mountains in the east and from the Svalbard archipelago in the north to the
Greek island of Gavdos in the south. Its physiography is richly varied, and the continent is
generally described as hosting four distinct physical regions.

The Northern Highlands skirt the western perimeter of the continent from Iceland,
across the northern British Isles, and along northern Scandinavia. Its topography is
distinguished by the many lakes, bogs, and fjords that carve up its rocky landscape,
remnants of the glaciers and ice sheets that retreated at the end of the last ice age.
The Great European Plain stretches from the Atlantic in the west, north of the Alps, and
generally encompasses all of central and eastern Europe, bounded by the Ural
Mountains in the east. Its landscape is laced with wide, navigable waterways, including
the Rhine, Danube, Weser, Elbe, Oder, Volga, and Vistula. Its consistent and low
elevation, temperate climate, and fertile soil distinguish it as a land of plenty and, both
historically and today, as one of the world’s most densely populated regions. Its
passable topography has enabled it to function as a hub of exchange and commerce.
Simultaneously, its wealth and lack of natural barriers, either to repel invaders from
without or to interdict hostile forces from within, made it, until the late 20th century, one
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of the most blood-soaked regions in the world.
The Central Uplands (Mittelgebirge) are a thickly forested region of low mountain
ranges including much of central Germany. Like the Great European Plain, the region
enjoys a temperate climate and rich soil, though, in the preindustrial age, it was
generally seen as less passable for purposes of trade and less hospitable to invading
armies.
The Alpine region constitutes a thick and rugged mountain chain in the south,
including the Pyrenees, the Alps, the Apennines, the Dinarides, the Balkan Mountains,
and the Carpathians. Passes through the Alpine chain have constituted strategic choke
points for invading armies, and military operations involving Alpine crossings have
achieved legendary status in European culture, including those of Hannibal,
Charlemagne, and Napoleon.

The boundaries of western Europe itself—both its frontiers and its internal divisions—are
largely arbitrary in physiographical terms, defined more by sociocultural constructs than by
topographical features. The modern political geography of western Europe has been shaped
by centuries of haphazard consolidation, by political improvisation, and, most notably, by
warfare. The political boundaries of western Europe, though historically endowed with near
sacred significance by the occupants of those lands, often represent little more than the
spoils of conquest, reparations for war losses, or the results of diplomatic deals and dynastic
competition.

Historical Overview

In the modern age, the western European order—the implicit norms governing diplomacy and
state behavior—has been determined by mutual agreement that no single power should be
able to consolidate geopolitical control over the strategic resources of Europe. During the
French Revolution and the ensuing 25 years of warfare (including the Napoleonic wars), the
French waged aggressive conflicts against their neighbors on land and ultimately at sea.
Professional armies became infused with a sense of citizenship, replacing old notions of
feudal service and mercenary warfare. For 10 years, Napoleon sustained a continental
empire, preserved by marginalizing enemies abroad, by immediately consolidating territorial
and strategic gains, and by fastidiously managing domestic sources of strength—the ability to
levy taxes efficiently and to conscript soldiers quickly. Napoleon’s final defeat at Waterloo in
1815 left the British to be the dominant western European power on the high seas and
created military equilibrium on the continent. In the wake of the Napoleonic Wars, there was
no general European war for 100 years.

British preponderance at sea remained unmatched in western Europe until the Second World
War. Britain’s naval strategy involved controlling strategic choke points, both off of the
European coasts and around the world, as a means of global power projection. By controlling
choke points in the English Channel, the Strait of Gibraltar, the Greenland–Iceland–United
Kingdom (GIUK) gap, and later the Suez Canal, the British preserved their vast colonial
empire until the 1940s.

In continental western Europe, a balance of power prevailed until the outbreak of the First
World War in 1914. Within the first month of the conflict, war on the western European front
settled into relatively static patterns of dug-in trench-style fighting. Victory in the war was
largely engineered by the Allied and Associated Powers’ ability to concentrate their strategic
resources more effectively than the Central Powers and to consolidate their industrial
potential. The Second World War, which began in 1939, saw highly mobile battlefronts.
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Whereas the Germans had struggled to wage a two-front war decades earlier, they used
geography to their advantage in World War II, placating the potential Soviet adversary with a
nonaggression pact and bypassing France’s well-fortified border, instead taking the less
hospitable route through the Ardennes in the north. The Second World War ended in 1945,
and the victors established their occupation zones according to political rather than
topographical boundaries. The result, when the wartime alliance collapsed, was massive
military cordons carving apart difficult-to-defend terrain. The division between the liberal
capitalist Federal Republic of Germany and the Communist German Democratic Republic, for
instance, traversed the vulnerable North European Plain and created particular exposure to
the enemy on both sides of the Iron Curtain.

With the end of the Second World War, the United States has remained the de facto
dominant military power of western Europe. Day-to-day authority is exercised through the
supreme allied commander Europe (SACEUR), who is, by tradition, an American. The
SACEUR heads Allied Command Operations and is one of two strategic commanders within
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, the other being the supreme allied commander
transformation (SACT).

Geography and a Culture of Competition: A Comparative Example

Compared with other regions of the world, western Europe enjoys heavy rainfall and thick,
resilient vegetation. During the Neolithic period, Europe’s physical geography and climate
facilitated the transition from hunter-gatherer ways of life to sedentary agriculture and
pastoralism. The cultivation of crops, especially cereal grasses, and the domestication of
beasts of burden enabled permanent societies to emerge, which were simultaneously capable
of feeding their members and banding together to protect their safety.

In about the year 1000, western European living standards remained relatively consistent with,
if not lower than, the rest of the world—namely, eastern Europe, the Americas, Africa, Asia,
and Japan. Even by the middle of the 14th century, western Europe remained but a
backwater, ravaged by plague and pestilence, riddled with internal antagonisms and religious
superstitions. Its population was dying off, whether by sickness and starvation or by
generations-long wars and feuds. Five centuries later, however, western Europeans had
consolidated geopolitical preponderance over much of the world—Africa, Asia, and Oceania,
having already conquered the Americas in the centuries before. From London, Paris,
Brussels, and Berlin, they exercised formal military and political control over most of the
world’s peoples and wielded informal economic control over much of the rest. By 1820,
corresponding with the culmination of Britain’s industrial revolution, western Europeans
enjoyed per capita income more than double the rest of the world.

Jared Diamond has famously attributed western Europe’s power and wealth to “geographical
luck.” Unlike, for instance, Imperial China, where centralized rule was consolidated by the Qin
dynasty in 221 BCE, western Europe remains, even in the 21st-century age of European
integration, highly divided by politics, economics, and culture. The East Asian coastline is
relatively smooth, with few offshore islands; its interior is bound together by the vast Yangtze
and Yellow River systems, which promote intercourse between east and west and between
the heartland and the Pacific Rim. By contrast, western Europe holds a concentration of
diverse landforms in a relatively small area. Its physical geography is distinguished by its
peninsulas (the Italian and Iberian peninsulas in the south, the Breton and Cotentin
peninsulas in the west, and Jutland and Scandinavia in the north), by its large islands (Sicily,
Sardinia, and Corsica in the south and Great Britain, Ireland, and Iceland in the northwest),
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and by its fragmented coastline, indented with many bays and coves. High mountain chains
and plateaus carve apart its interior. Historically, each of its settled peninsulas, islands, and
heartlands was sufficiently small to remain distinct from its neighbors but sufficiently large to
assert its own strengths amid, as Diamond calls them, the other “chronically independent
states” on the continent. Whereas the Chinese consolidated a single writing system and a
single language dominated, western Europe, a region of similar geographic area, saw
hundreds of languages and dialects, alphabetic systems, and cultural idiosyncrasies. Those
geographical fragmentations produced dispersed populations, scattered across the terrain,
divided by distance and topographical barriers. Many small centers of population naturally
yielded diffuse centers of authority, resulting in political and economic polycentrism.

Such political disunity simultaneously produced internal antagonisms but also fruitful
competition. Diamond points out, for instance, that court politics in Ming China singularly
ended the expeditions of the so-called Treasure Fleet by the mid-15th century, altogether
halting China’s rise as a potential sea power. By contrast, only a few decades later,
Christopher Columbus, when his exploratory voyages were denied by one noble family,
shopped around Europe until he secured a new sponsor. Diffuse political power and many
centers of capital created a system in which Columbus might launch his expeditions.
“Europe’s barriers,” Diamond writes, “were sufficient to prevent political unification, but
insufficient to halt the spread of technology and ideas” (p. 416).

The Primacy of Geopolitics: An Example

Beyond questions of climate and topography, the countries of western Europe, consolidated
as they were through messy dynastic politics and diplomatic machinations, faced even greater
challenges of strategic location and geopolitics. As historian Paul M. Kennedy has
demonstrated, the many multilateral wars that spanned the 16th through the 20th centuries
confronted each country with a particular strategic calculus: In a conflict, could it concentrate
its forces upon a single front, or would it wage war on several fronts? Were its neighbors
primarily weak states, or were they powerful ones? Did it perhaps lie between aggressive
powers with opposing interests, or could it manage to maintain stability? Was it a land power,
or did its interests lie beyond the seas? Were its economic and political interests concentrated
locally, or did they rely upon the resources of vast and far-flung territories and holdings?

To provide an example, Kennedy considers the Dutch Republic in the first half of the 17th
century. Its people saw domestic peace and prosperity, positioned as they were along the
North Sea and with the port city of Rotterdam commanding the mouth of the Rhine. Natural
barriers helped to hold potential adversaries at bay. Though small in population and land
mass and though positioned between the larger powers of France and England, the Dutch
Republic enjoyed a golden age of commerce and power. By the middle and late 17th century,
however, Dutch fortunes had waned. Mercantilist policies in England and France squeezed
Dutch trade and obliged England to pursue its fortunes on the oceans. The Dutch, whose
wealth relied on shipping and access to sea lanes, faced off against English sea captains in
the Channel, but the prevailing westerly winds gave England the advantage. Water depths at
ports along the Dutch coast required ships with shallow drafts, altogether smaller and less
imposing than English vessels in the Channel and North Sea. To the south, France, once
occupied with its internal religious disputes, had emerged under Louis XIV as an ambitious
continental power. The absolutist Bourbon monarchy could easily conscript soldiers and
workers and levy taxes on its large population, whereas the Dutch could not match pace. With
increasingly vast sums of national wealth being siphoned off to support military endeavors,
Dutch commerce became less competitive in world markets. By the end of the century, the
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limitations of Dutch geography had asserted themselves. Only an alliance with its great power
neighbor England arrested the Dutch decline, thus relegating the Netherlands to middling
status within western European affairs.

Geographical Determinism and European Identity

“To know a nation’s geography is to know its foreign policy,” famously quipped Napoleon. No
military strategy or feat of diplomacy, he believed, could overcome the fundamental realities of
the physical world. The emperor, who lost hundreds of thousands of his own soldiers to an
unforgiving Russian winter, learned that geographic lesson far too well. Yet both in
Napoleon’s day and in our own times, commentators have been loath to assign too much
credit to geography as the sole determinant for human behavior. Such an approach, identified
as geographical or environmental determinism, can rob actors of their agency and deplete
history of its contingency. British geographer Sir Halford John Mackinder, a century later,
argued that “man and not nature initiates, but nature in large measure controls.” More
recently, political scientists Geoffrey Sloan and Colin S. Gray refined that premise.
“Geography,” they argue, represents “the mother of strategy” (p. 3). The natural world and
humans’ interactions with their environments mold the societies we create, predispose us to
certain ways of life, and shape our perceptions of threat, but they do not ultimately ordain
certain outcomes. In short, geography helps societies to focus on the resources they have at
their disposal and to guide their manipulation of those resources.

Geographer John A. Agnew has argued for a return of the concept of place to social science
scholarship. While concepts of community and class have come to dominate social science
thinking, place has largely been ignored within the literature. Scholars can understand place
simultaneously as a spatial location determined by physical features of the landscape and the
built environment (largely the purview of physical geographers), as a locale defined by social
interaction (concepts favored by economists, human geographers, and historians), and as a
socially constructed concept of community, typically engendered by living within it (the implicit
concept that guides anthropologists and cultural geographers).

Western Europe can be understood through those three frames of analysis. Culturally, among
Europeans, talk of Europe connotes more than a geographical expression. It reflects the
commonality of shared history and a united future; it simultaneously hearkens back to an
imagined past of a singular Western civilization and augurs a future of liberal democratic
peace and prosperity through the European Union. Historian Hugh Seton-Watson suggested
that the roots of a common western European identity can be traced to medieval notions of
Christendom as coterminous with the lands of Europe. That notion was then compounded
across the centuries by identifying those beyond Europe’s frontiers as the constitutive “other.”
Europeans, argued Seton-Watson, drew a dichotomy between the “civilised world and
barbarians,” a conception that ultimately remained in place after Europe’s secularization,
replacing the defense of Christendom with notions of Europe as the world’s enlightened and
cultured civilization and, by the 19th and 20th centuries, as the world’s racially superior
people. After the Second World War, Europe took on a distinct political meaning through the
Treaties of Paris (1951) and Rome (1957), which began the creation of the modern European
Union. Such approaches also distinguish Europe from the other continents, none of which
significantly ascribes a singular political identity to its continent as a whole.

See alsoCitizenship; European Military Conquests, 1500–1900; France; Geography of War:
Europe, Eastern; Germany; Nation-State; North Atlantic Treaty Organization; State, Concept
and Formation of; United Kingdom; World War I; World War II
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